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About This Software
View profiles of a wide range of animals from Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe, North America, Arctic and South America.
Create your own calendars, greeting cards, party kits, stationery, t-shirts and more!
Play or create your own jigsaws, sodoku, sliding puzzle and memory match games.
Use all your own photos and imagery or use the large library of images already supplied.
Create your own wallpapers and screensavers or use the ones supplied to customise your desktop.
Use the editing tools to trace around areas of your photos to cut out people, pets, or anything else to use in your scenes.
Add effects using the effect tools.
Key Features

Print Studio
Calendars
Posters
Greeting Cards
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Party Kits. Address labels, invitations and place settings
Stationery. Letterheads, notepaper
Bookmarks
Door Hangers

Quiz
Test your knowledge of animals of the region.

Games and Puzzles
Memory Match
Sliding Puzzle
Jigsaw Puzzle
Sodoku

Desktop Themes
Wallpapers. Use the pre-supplied ones or create your own
Screensavers. Use the pre-supplied ones or create your own
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Title: Wildlife Creative Studio
Genre: Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
Alternative Software Ltd
Publisher:
Alternative Software Ltd
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2015
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Poor controls.. Great
Now I can make soundtrack for my simple games very easy and fast.. Ported directly from phone to PC with some oversights
for PC.
Lock on to enemies which can harm you more than help you, when doing the tutorial it told me to swipe to punch? Swipe what
exactly? Had to mash my keyboard to find out the correct button to use. Can't use the mouse scroll wheel to navigate menus, but
you can click and drag.
Yeah, no.. Honestly the best game I have ever game. can't play/ loads the splash screens but them noting but an empty black
screen. tried all of the compatibility options and just can not get it to play on windows 10.. By far the best hidden object game
I've ever played. It was like playing a movie. The story was really well developed, unlike most other games like this, which don't
really focus too hard on giving a really good story most of the time. The ending was well done too- it tied everything together,
and wasn't insanely abrupt like others that I have seen. Yeah lol I don't know- I obviously really enjoyed it, so I would fully
recommend. the plot of this game is so ridiculous that you have to play it just for that
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Not close to workable, the physics necessary to enjoy this aren't there.. game often lages hard with the graphs it crashies
sometimes better of buying a bus simulator game from OMSIs system yes price is high but at less the game is better.. This
satisfied me for some reason. Take my money.. Production values are not high, all mechanics feel flawed and underdeveloped,
boss battles are broken, but this game gets♥♥♥♥♥♥DONE.
The main problem of pre COD MW shooters is dreadful pacing and level design, but in this game they are surprisingly good,
even better than in many modern shooters. All it achieved without cutscenes or filler mechanics, which makes it more
impressive. No enemy highlighting, no stormtrooper shooting, fail to slam slo mo button or find cover in less that 1 second - you
dead. Every next room feels suspicios, every ambush is exciting, every medkit is welcomed, its like youre actually playing a
videogame and not sucking a♥♥♥♥♥♥of some bay area designer and not being able to even experience failstate because QA
were a bunch of babies.. Great game. Combination of poker and fantasy. It is not for every taste but great for spending few
hours.. Truly an amazing game with a very real feel of sandbox play. Despite what faction you choose to start out with,
maintaining or changing your affiliations via reputation or otherwise is all in how you decide to play a role. I'm not a huge fan of
the ship design limitations, especially that adding a small room to the inside of your ship creates a HUGE set of obnoxious and
(frankly) off-scale exterior blocks that can seriously ruin your ideal image/design of your creation.
The universe is simply huge and I'd gather it's every bit as big as Elite Dangerous', No Man's Sky's, or Star Citizen's universe.
When the ship tells you that it will take 3000+ days to get to a location without accelerating, it means it and it's very obvious
from the first time you set to leave a planet's nearby exo-sphere at anything less that Warp 3. I love this game, it's got all the
right elements there for PvP and PvE and the amount of grind is also, notably, balanced as well. Combat could use some more
polishing, joystick HOTAS integration is still needed, and the ship editor needs some tweaking, but overall the game is pretty
awesome and if the playerbase would simply give it a chance, I think we really see a hard hitting competitor in the mix here.
9/10 Recoms
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